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 Checklist: Day 2 



 Day 2 C O N S I D E R  S T A R T U P  C O S T S

Check if the name of your business is available, what is the cost to register it? (for this 
check your state's corporation commission)

Check if the domain is available (I usually use GoDaddy.Com). What is the cost of 
purchasing the domain? How much will hosting be? Website design costs? Logo? etc.

        Do you need to work with a manufacturer? If so, what are their minimum purchase 
prices? Costs of samples? Annual fees?

Will you be purchasing a business email? How much does this cost?

Marketing - Costs of ads? Do you want to hire an advertising/PR professional? 
 How much does this cost? Graphic designer costs?

          Do you need a license to sell your products? If so, how much is it to get licensed? 
 Will you need to test to get licensed? Test costs? Study material costs?

Shipping costs? Warehousing costs? Taxes? Will you need to hire a team to fulfill 
your orders?  Do you realistically have the funds for everything?

 notes:



final thoughts
Starting your business does not need to break the bank. While the Day 2 
checklist may seem overwhelming, it's designed that way to make you 
think, and consider the financials in a very down-to-earth way. The 
good news is that a lot of it can be done at a very low cost. In fact, you 
can do a lot of it yourself, and for free. With a good budget it can all be 
super manageable!  

When I began my first business, the start-up expenses were much more 
than what I could afford at the time. My solution was an investor. If you 
want to take this route, you're going to have to write a business plan 
and come up with realistic revenue projections (with the help of an 
accountant). You're going to need to prove yourself. An investor worked 
out great for my business because it gave me the ability to get started 
but also the fire to come through on my revenue projections and bring in 
solid accounts in order to get my investor a good return! With careful 
planning, I was able to self fund Femme Decor from my savings. 

Whether you use your own savings, an investor, or take out a loan - it is 
important to research and take note of your start up expenses very early 
on. Stay realistic about what you can afford and what you can bring in 
as revenue. After market research, financials should be the second thing 
you handle before moving forward with anything else. 

                                                               Blessings and success, 
                                                                    The HBIC GUIDE 


